
REGATTA
S P I L L  P R O O F  F LO O R



#1 SPILL PROOF  
COMMERCIAL FINISH

#2 REAL WOOD

#3 PURCORE RIGID+ 
CENTER CORE

#4 QUIET COMFORT 
PADDING

REGATTA DECONSTRUCTED



A 72-hour moisture resistant commercial urethane 
topcoat protects the Real Wood wear layer of the 
Regatta floors from the wear and tear of everyday 
life. The Glaze Tek Commercial Finish repels 
moisture and is reinforced with aluminum oxide, 
creating a physical barrier to provide maximum 
scratch and wear resistance.

#1 SPILL PROOF COMMERCIAL FINISH

REGATTA HARDWOOD

WATER
RESISTANT
URETHANE 

TOPCOAT

Hallmark is proud to introduce the Regatta Hardwood flooring range, combining 
the beauty of real hardwood with supreme wear resistance and comfort. 

Regatta Hardwood floors offers a dozen beautiful visuals in a variety of species, 
including European Oak, American Hard Maple and American Hickory. The 
innovative 3-layer construction features a real wood wear layer, a strong and 
waterproof core and soft, sound reducing backing. 

The Regatta Hardwood floors come with a Spill Proof guarantee, a high 
performance commercial finish and an edge sealant that provides 360 degree 
protection. The “push lock” fastening system provides extra seam protection and 
makes the floors easy to install.



#2 REAL WOOD

Only natural wood creates authentic and unique 
designs; in real hardwood floors you never see the 
same board repeated twice. That is why Hallmark 
has chosen real European Oak, American Hard 
Maple and American Hickory for the wear layer of 
the Regatta floors. The meticulously selected boards 
are carefully treated using hand-scraping and unique 
brushing techniques to enhance nature’s own 
graining. The result is a floor that will add a sense of 
luxury and warmth to any space.



#3 TOUGH TO THE CORE... 
The real wood wear layer is supported by a 
waterproof Purcore RIGID+ center core - a high 
density, moisture resistant layer that is made from 
60% compressed stone and virgin PVC. This solid 
layer boasts an incredible 5000+ psi indentation 
rating* from high heels and heavy furniture.

* ASTM 2199

• Waterproof Purcore RIGID+ center core 
• High density
• Moisture resistant layer
• 60% compressed stone and virgin PVC
• 5,000+ PSI indentation rating*

#4 LISTEN TO THIS...
Creating a comfortable feel is our soft backing that 
not only insulates from the cold subfloor but also 
softens the ambient tones from family to visiting 
friends.  So, you can forget your everyday hustle 
and bustle, relaxing in your space and enjoying life’s 
quiet moments. 



DETAILS

Length: Up to 6’2” RL

Width: 6”

Thickness: 7.5mm 
[overall with attached IXPE pad]

Finish: Glaze Tek

Wear Layer: 1.2mm Slice Wood Veneer

Edge Detail: Micro Bevel

Certified: FloorScore® Certified

Construction: PurCore RIGID+

FEATURES
Hand glazed finish with Aluminum Oxide & Nano 
Technology Guaranteed quality and durability – long 
lasting finish 100% Renewable with Hallmark’s XYZ.

ADVANTAGES
USFS & PEFC hardwood wear layer 
Dent resistant core
5,000* PSI Waterproof RIGID core
Pure virgin vinyl & 60% stone

BENEFITS
Antibacterial and Fungal Control 
100% FloorScore® Certified
Increased wear & stain resistance | 6k rotation

360º PROTECTION

Regatta’s UNIPUSH® locking system is a state 
of the art drop and go installation miracle. It 
eliminates adhesive and provides a perfect fit. 
By engaging the tongue side of one plank into 
the groove side of the other plank, you simply 
drop it into place. Adding to the UNIPUSH® 
locking system is our 360º spill proof coating 
that creates a tight connection between the 
planks and doesn’t allow for everyday mishaps 
to creep through the seams.

Unlike traditional hardwood flooring that 
can absorb water and trap dirt in joints, 
the 360 degree coating is topical and 
administered to the tongue and groove 
for moisture protection on all sides.

* ASTM 2199



COMPASS MAPLE    
RE6COMM

HARBOR OAK    
RE6HARO

KETCH HICKORY    
RE6KETH

SAILMAKER MAPLE   
RE6SAIM

STARBOARD HICKORY    
RE6STAH

SPINNAKER OAK    
RE6SPIO

WINDWARD HICKORY    
RE6WINH

LEEWARD OAK
RE6LEEO

PORT HICKORY    
RE6PORH

BALLAST MAPLE    
RE6BALM

HALYARD OAK    
RE6HALO

ANCHOR OAK   
RE6ANCO



www.hallmarkfloors.com


